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How lucky were we, the intrepid few who travelled to Sudbury on Saturday 6th August. Fantastic weather, 
beautiful surroundings and friendly organisers and blazers!  
This was a well organised, traditional regatta with tea tent, beer tent and live music to add to the occasion. 
650 metres with a substantial bend to negotiate which led to some interesting steering moments for the 
spectators to watch. The eights competition was raced over 350 meters to avoid the bend, and some very 
close racing ensued. The OTRC contingent put on a good show, with several crews into semi's and finals and 
some close racing (results below). Lessons learnt on the steering front - several meetings with bouys, but 
the Oundle Town supporters did us proud with their vocal support.  
Thank you to everyone who made the journey and made it a successful day. We should pay a return visit 
next year. 
Vicky 
 
WJ17 1x Daisy  
Ok so this was my first single race and the first time in a single for several months, which meant my nerves were sky 
high.  
Me and my family left the house at around 6am in the morning listening to some hyped tunes on the way arriving at 
8am for my first race at 9:30. 
So at 9:00 I boated and waited at the start with Joe in his single ensuring me I would be fine and he was correct as I 
got up to the start I found my opponent and spoke to her for a while... She was from Huntington and had been 
rowing for 4 years.  
As my number and hers were called to the stake boat, I chilled out a bit and started concentrating. The next thing 
you hear is 'GO!' unfortunately my first three stroke were rather dodgy which meant my opponent was further 
ahead than me but quite a bit, but when it got down to the bend where Huntington went into the bank giving me a 
advantage, she managed to catch me up starting a bow ball to bow ball but not enough to win. Which meant bring 
on the semi-final... 
The semi-final was supposed to be at 15:00pm but the event was running behind on time so my race was at 
15:45ish. I was racing a girl from Cambridge... This being my third race on the day.  My start was much better this 
time having a couple of practices on the way down but she pushed so hard at the start that she went into the bank 
but very quickly got out unfortunately but the finish was the same bow ball to bow ball but i hadn't got the push in 
me to push to the finish so the girl from Cambridge won by canvas.  
But overall good day of racing and great help from all who attended and great cheers also. 
Well done to everyone!! 
 
J16 1x Joe Pendred 
I felt that I rowed very well on Saturday however I lost the race. The start was good compared to previous races and 
the boat moved off the start line with speed, the good rowing conditions on the water probably made this easier. 
After watching races and crashes before my race, I was lucky to have the opposite lane to the boat field and 
managed to complete the course with out crashing! By the time I had reached the first major bend in the river my 
competitor had already got a good length in front of me which I was unable to gain back. Despite this the event was 
the best I've ever been to and I hope that the club enters next year. Thank you to all that organised or helped. 
 
WJ18 2x  Daisy and Emily Sims 
Daisy and I had two outings together prior to the Sudbury regatta and it’s safe to say that they weren’t the most 
successful (damaging blade/boat/bodies all in one go!) However we remained positive for our first heat and 
managed to pull ourselves to victory against Broxbourne despite rowing in the Suffolk lane –resulting in a couple of 
brushes with the reeds - and slightly over-friendly conversation with the opposition at the start line. Following this 
we had to hang around from 12 until 6pm for our final, which with the lengthy delays slowly became 8pm… Our 
competition looked fierce and serious, and were less inclined to enter into our tactical easing-of-the-tension chat 
whilst waiting for our race. It was a close race but we ended up missing out on a win by 2/3rds of a length!! A 
positive can be found in that we may cling on to our novice status for just a little while longer!!! 
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J16 2x Ben and Will B 
At Sudbury I was at stroke and Will was at Bow keeping an eye on the steering. Our start was in time with each other 
and was strong but unfortunately our opponents got away quicker. We had the advantage of being in the inside lane 
for the long right hander and we managed to stay in our channel for it, unlike the opponents when they crashed into 
the bank. Our timing was good and we didn’t have any dilemmas on our way down. Even though they went into the 
side they still managed to overtake with speed meaning they were much stronger than us so there wasn’t that much 
Will and I could have done (I’m only 14 as well which didn’t help). They won but only by about 2 boat lengths but we 
still put up a good fight. 
 
Vet E 1X (John M): 
John talks a lot about how useful 1X is in improving technique and in an effort to take his own advice entered 1X in 
the Vet category. Unfortunately, he didn’t do any of the training that would have made this a good idea.  
 
On arriving at Sudbury, John was very perturbed to find that the course was very narrow and bendy so with no 
training to speak of and steering being one of his weaknesses, things were not looking good. Up to the start with 
grim determination, he was pleasantly surprised to find a couple racing starts went comparatively well and nothing 
hit along the way. The opposition missed the division and John sportingly offered to race in the following division 
rather than win on a disqualification. Once the opposition arrived they got “blazered” for not having a boat number 
rather than for turning up late! 
 
Off the start the two scullers managed to avoid the obstacles and were feeling pretty smug given that some olympic 
rowers had managed to fall in on a straight course! But the lack of flexibility in these two rather unfit and portly 
rowers meant they couldn’t look round to get a good view of the bendy course and inevitably they started hitting the 
furniture. The commentator got very enthusiastic about the first “bow ball to bow ball” race of the day, but it wasn’t 
a pretty sight. The two, by now ruddy faced old men, were thrashing down the course bouncing off the marker 
buoys locked in their titanic struggle using grit and determination rather than technique and fitness. The Cambridge 
sculler eventually prevailed, probably as result of having done more training. John noted that the Cambridge sculler 
had a somewhat easier passage in the semi and final while winning this event, but no one else from OTRC could 
verify his version of events. 
 

Mas D 1x – Steve 
 A return to the location of my last competitive regatta win – in 1993! (No, I haven’t been consistently losing for 
20+ years – I’ve retired from racing twice in that time.) 
 A straight final at 3:30 meant arriving at 1pm gave me plenty of time to prepare while still being one of the last 
arrivals to the event and an already full car park.  
 After spending enough time reminiscing with some (very) old familiar faces, on to the event: against Maidstone 
Invicta. 
 I had the inside lane which meant that, with the stagger, my opponent was barely in my field of vision at the start. 
My race plan was to try and get a fast start, to undermine his perceived lead before stagger unwound, and then 
steer along the lane markers to avoid the bank. 
Off the start I gained several feet, my opponent telling me afterwards I gained ‘a lot’. However, I was still behind, 
difficult to judge the margin, but which left me still feeling under pressure so I didn’t settle properly and he pulled 
away again. Definitely a problem with the lack of (recent) race experience here. Approaching the bend, he was 
warned for coming too far towards my lane - cutting the corner, and shortly after I was warned for moving into his 
lane – not following the bend.  
Round the bend and he had clear water. I didn’t turn sharply enough and so ended up in my opponents lane – 
which meant I couldn’t see him at all. Did my best to maintain a respectable pace while returning to my own lane 
for the final straight but never calmed down to settle into a smooth row. 
Final margin was 4L – No time taken. 
Lesson for the day: nerves are for before the race – adrenaline is a good thing – but keep focussed and calm once 
at the start. 
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Jo and Vicky W2x 
Having failed to get our double entry accepted at St Neots the previous weekend, Vicky and I decided we would try 
to enter both IM3 and WMasD at Sudbury in the hope of at least one entry being accepted. As it happened both 
were accepted, as well as our mixed quad. It was going to be a full day if we made it through the heats.. 
The course at Sudbury is absolutely beautiful, but is no wider than our stretch of river, and is basically one long bend, 
divided into two lanes by a series of buoys. Vicky was going to have her work cut out with the steering, never mind 
the rowing... 
 
WIM3 2x  
 Our first race of the day was as a WIM3 double, against a couple strapping young women from Xpress. We boated in 
the cool of the morning at 9am, in perfect conditions, but facing the opposite way to the way we normally set off 
from the OTRC jetty. This is probably why we struggled to get our oars in the gates the right way round and looked 
like a couple of novices as we set of to join the other crews. After a couple of practice starts we threaded our way up 
to the start, noting when buoys changed colour, where the land marks were etc., and waited to start. We attached 
ok, and got off to a reasonable start. The young oppo also got off to a good start, and the race was on. There was a 
lot of steering from both crews, with them coming into our lane more than once, even though they weren't invited! 
In general I think we probably tapped a few more buoys than they did, but at least we didn't pile straight into the 
bank off the start like the men's 4 before us, and each time we hit a buoy, Vicky's call of "keep rowing" kept us in 
close contact with the other crew, but sadly not enough to beat them, losing by just over a length. So, although we 
gave them about 50 years, we also gave them the opportunity to progress through the heats, until they eventually 
won in the final. 
 
 
WMasD2x (still Jo and Vicky) 
Well, another opportunity to do it all again, but this time against another pair of old ladies like us. This race was a 
straight final, and, we discovered was for the James Osborne Memorial cup. We boated ok, and paddled off in the 
glorious sunshine to do the same warm up and practice starts. This time as we paddled up we managed to ram the 
stake boat, which came as a bit of a surprise; not only to us but also to the little boy marooned in it for the 
afternoon, and seemingly to the three marshals who watched us do it! Undaunted we rowed on and spun, and when 
our turn came we attached properly and gently, facing the way we needed to be pointing (which is not always the 
case!) ready for the off. Again, Vicky did her brilliant steering, and although we still gave the odd buoy a quick love 
tap on the way past, we stayed ahead of the Sudbury double to cross the line ahead of them by a few lengths in 
what was a good race. Our time showed us to be a single second slower than the IM3 crew that had beaten us that 
morning, so we were really happy with the second race and happy to bring home some silverware from what was 
fantastic day out at a lovely event. 

 
WMasD2x with the silverware (Can’t wait to see Vicky drinking out of that!) 
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Mixed Masters D Quad - Simon, Vicky, Jo, John WINNERS Time:2:35.  View from the stroke seat.   
Well, stroke had a good time of it - chauffeured to and from the event, crew mates sent out early in their own events 
to check the course  - what could possibly go wrong?  By the time came to boat our division, the regatta was running 
about 90 mins behind schedule.  So it had been a long day just to get to this point and we were pleased to be able 
eventually to get on the water.  At least it was a straight final, against a compact Sudbury crew. 
 
In the end not much did go wrong, we had the inside of the bend so slightly behind the home crew at the 
stakeboat.  A good start and we soon settled into a decent race rhythm (33spm). Only about 20 strokes in and 
Sudbury (the crew, not the place) started to appear in our line of vision.  They were warned by the umpire for 
encroaching into our lane (you'd have thought they'd know the way) and by the time we reached the famous 
Sudbury bend there was clear water between us. So I'm thinking, "now, we've got this unless we screw up the 
steering, don't mess up now John."  Nothing to worry about, bow steered an almost impeccable line through the 
second bend (well we had to hit at least one buoy, it's the OTRC way) and crossed the line to win by 5 lengths.  Just 
proves the benefit of putting the brains in the middle of the boat... 

 
Pots presented to the winners by the Mayor of Sudbury. 

 
 


